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the srs module is used to power-down the touchpad and to calibrate it, if needed. the calibration is
used to set the actual coordinates of the touchpad. the power saving is used to power-down the
touchpad when it is not in use. the monitoring is used to monitor the touchpad for any unusual

change in its status. dynamic touchpads have a two-stage assembly: a touchpad and a pmu. when
the synaptics driver sees the connection of the touchpad, it immediately makes a connection to the
pmu. the pmu sends the touchpad status to the synaptics driver. in this way, the driver can detect
any change in the touchpad status. this is the standard way of working with synaptics trackpads.

take advantage of the many added features that come with the force touch and magic trackpad and
magic trackpad 2. to take advantage of those features, they must be paired with the trackpad on

your mac. the force touch trackpad works in the following ways: force touch to go to the home
screen. force touch to open a new app. force touch to open a tab in a specific app. force touch to

open a specific view within a tab in a specific app. force touch to go to the app switcher. force touch
to go to the finder. force touch to go to the preferences. force touch to go to the software updates.

the magic trackpad and magic trackpad 2 work in the following ways: the left click mouse button the
right click mouse button two-finger scroll four-finger swipe two-finger tap two-finger double tap three-
finger swipe three-finger pinch in and out three-finger drag three-finger slide to right and left three-
finger swipe up and down three-finger drag up and down three-finger click three-finger tap three-

finger double click three-finger triple click four-finger swipe up and down four-finger pinch in and out
four-finger drag up and down four-finger slide to right and left note: for the full list of features see

the apple force touch features. if you have a device that is not supported by apple, please read the
following documentation: apple force touch and apple magic trackpad.
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but before we get to the guts of the thing, let's first see how
this whole thing works. figure 1 below is a simplified circuit
diagram of the oven, showing the connection between the
switch, the keypad, the control module, and the oven door.
figure 1: the electronic oven control diagram the switch is a
momentary push button that opens or closes the door. the
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oven door is latched closed by a safety latch that can be
released with a push of the release button on the keypad. the

safety latch is designed to release when there is sufficient
force applied. the release button on the keypad is dual; it can
be pressed to release the safety latch on the door, or it can be

pressed to release the oven control module. the timer and
setting buttons also release the safety latch. when they are

released, they unlatch the latch on the oven door, allowing the
oven door to open. once the oven door is open, the oven

control module simply closes the safety latch, allowing the
oven to fire up. the oven control module can also be used to

program the oven to fire at a future date and time. the circuit
in figure 1 seems very simple, but the electronics are very
complicated. the most complicated component is the oven

control module, which looks like a rectangular box in figure 2.
because of the control module's complexity, an exploded view

of it is shown in figure 3. however, there is very little
interaction with the user. in fact, most of the time, this control
module is simply found in the oven and takes a few minutes to

get to the point where the user can start cooking and start
enjoying their food. the oven control module serves a lot of
functions that are mostly hidden from the user. 5ec8ef588b
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